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Learning the Eastern (Indian) Ethos is highly mysterious and lacking precision due to lack of adequate material 

in ways convincing and sensible to young management students and overburdened managers. The work is an 

attempt on the part of the researcher to present the mysterious and hidden concept in a clear logical and 

sensible model, evolved through extensive reading and careful study of the serious writers on the subject as 

Eckhart Tolle, Chakraborthy S.K, Swami Anubhavanda, Nagarajan K and Sekhar R.C besides the holy books all 

religions especially Bhagavat Gita and the Holy Bible. 

 

1. Introduction 
1.1 Mind, The Master 

Just because you can solve a crossword puzzle or build an atom bomb it does not mean that you use your mind. 

Just as dogs love to chew bones, the mind loves to get its teeth into problems. That is why it does crossword 

puzzles and builds atom bombs. Let me ask, Can you free your mind whenever you want to? Have you found 

the off button? Eckhart Tolle.  

The problem faced by almost every one - from CEO to Sepoy, from the Ruler to the ruled, from the teacher to 

the taught - is identification with the mind. Most of the time in life, especially while addressing issues 

demanding more presence and peace of mind, one becomes more a slave of mind and fails to use the intellect. If 

one can liberate oneself from the control of mind, and can be with the Self, he can use the intellect, intelligently 

and excel in performance. He can take the most apt and timely decisions and implement them with added vigour 

and confidence. 

 

1.2 A Simple Example, To Start With 

 Assume, you are the CEO of a company. While you were in the middle managerial level, you had some bitter 

experiences with Sudhir, a co-worker. He never missed any opportunity to tarnish your image in front of the 

peers and superiors. After you have become CEO, Sudhir who is still in lower rank, is not a trouble for you. 

Moreover he is very careful to be in your good books. But the bitter experiences of the past are haunting you 

causing hatred, self-contempt and anger. It has grown up to the extent that the mind advises to you to take 

revenge on him. The file for promotion of Sudhir to the post of the Head of Purchases has come to your table. 

Your anger towards Sudhir has grown up to its climax. You are no more the CEO, just anger only. You make a 

totally damaging note against Sudhir, without even considering the past reports and appreciation notes in favour 

of Sudhir for his proficiency in purchases. 

Had you been free from the dominance of mind and been with your Self, you could have used your past 

experience (your mind) as a tool for evaluating Sudhir‘s capabilities as Purchase manager against the negative 

aspects of Sudhir‘s personality. You could have taken a more matured decision, which would have been helpful 

for the growth of the organization and your own image as well. 

 

1.3 Being With The Self 

The real One is neither the physical body, nor the breathing. It is not even one‘s mind or intellect. It is the Self – 

the consciousness or the soul (jeevathma or Brahma, in Indian philosophy). Ekhart Tolle calls it the Being. 

According him the word ‗God‘ has lost its relevance due to misuse over centuries. The researcher, prefers to use 

the word Self. The purpose of human life according to Hindu philosophy is ‗knowing one‘s self,‘ finding answer 

to the question, ―Who am I?‖ Ancient Indian literature is mostly centered on this idea. Brihadaranyaka 

Upanishad of the Shukla Yajurveda, pronounces categorically, ‘Aham Brahmasmi’ which means, I am the Self, 

the infinite reality. The Mahavakya (grand pronouncement) in Chandogya Upanishad (6.8.7), ―Tat Thvam Asi‖, 

which means ‗Thou art that‘ also brings out the same truth. This realization is got through the practice of 

looking in or introspection by saints and seers over centuries. You cannot understand it, it can only be felt when 

you are in present - when your attention is fully and intensely in the now. 

The enquiry on spirituality has resulted in innumerable streams of thinking and approaches, over centuries. 

And there are controversies too. The focus of the researcher is to present the idea in ways meaningful and 

sensible to the students of management and business managers who are in an endless fight for survival. 

Unfortunately, the jungle rule of ‗survival of the fittest‘ has happened to become the golden rule of business. 

Liberating oneself from the identity with the mind and indentifying with the self, is the only way out for survival 

and success. This can be made possible through some simple form of meditation, which is very easy and within 
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the feasibility zone of the managers in action. Understanding some basic ideas as to different functionaries in 

human‘s entity is important for learning it. 

 

2. Self, Intellect and Mind 
2.1 Mind 

Besides the physical body and breathing there are three other functionaries working in human‘s entity. They are 

the self, the intellect and the mind. The term mind is normally used in a broad sense to cover all the three stated 

above or at least, to cover the mind and intellect. Our identity with the mind is so strong that one is able to 

consider the whole of the subtle functionaries in the human‘s entity as one and same, the mind. Whether it is one 

or different, it is essential to consider them as separate, for the purpose of our analysis. Deeper analysis of the 

sub-functionaries of the mind is also necessary. Moreover, through the practice of looking in and meditation, 

one can come to realise the working area and role of each of these functionaries and sub functionaries. The mind 

has three sub functionaries operating on its outer plane, namely, the thought process, the emotions and the ego. 

The other functionaries of mind which operate at deeper levels are outside the scope of our analysis. Our mind is 

mostly and almost constantly occupied with the thought process, the memories of the past experiences in life 

and the anticipations for the future, so long as one is awake and not totally tired. 

 

2.2 Self or Soul 

As to the presence of self, it is proved beyond doubt that it is functioning in every living entity, as effectively as 

in man. The same vital force or life energy which is present in man is also there in every living being from algae 

to tree and worm to elephant. It is the Consciousness or Self which keeps the entity live. It is spark / part of the 

universal consciousness or Self. (It is jeevatma which is spark of the Paramatma, according to the Indian 

philosophy). The Self or Soul is the only eternal element in the entity. It only is permanent and not subject to 

change or destruction, according to the Bhagavat Gita.  

Ninam chindanati sastrani ninam dahati pavaka na cainam kledayanty apo na sosyati marutah (Text 23, 

Chapter 2), Synonyms: na—never; enam—unto this soul; chindanti—can cut into pieces; sastrani —all 

weapons; na—never; enam—unto this soul; dahati—burns; pavakah—fire; na—never; ca—also; enam—unto 

this soul; kledayanti—moistens; apah —water; na—never; sosayati—dries; marutah—wind. 

Translation: The soul can never be cut into pieces by any weapon, nor can it be burned by fire, nor moistened 

by water, nor withered by the wind. 

Christ has said, ―Before Abrahm was, I am‖, he did not say I already existed before Abraham was born, 

meaning I am there all through. He had gone beyond the consciousness dimension governed by time, into the 

realm of timeless. Christ speaks of eternal and indestructible nature of the soul. 

The Self starts working in the entity exactly when the entity starts living and it continues to stay so long as it 

is alive. So the Self is the life force in any living entity. Besides, it renders the following functions: 1. 

Observation/ watching, 2. Listening and 3. Concentration. One can observe or listen or concentrate on 

something happening around or within, only if one is not engaged either with the memories of the past or 

anticipations for the future. It means, psychologically, the memories lead one to the past and the dreams take 

one to the future. The memories and dreams are functions of the mind. While one is neither with the past nor 

with the future (if he is neither sleeping nor, totally tired to do anything nor, unconscious) he is at the present, 

that is, with Now. Only at such a stage one can one observe or listen to something or concentrate on it. 

Self or Soul present in every being, is the spark of eternal presence or consciousness. It is the spark of the 

Universal consciousness, the ultimate power which keeps the universe itself live and make everything which is 

part of it, both living and non-living, come to existence, carry out its role (or Dharma) and lose existence when 

the role is done.  

 

2.3 The Intellect 

It is the faculty of understanding and reasoning objectively. It is the deciding or discriminatory function. It 

weighs the alternatives and analyse the situation, enabling the entity to choose the best, to decide what is right 

and what is wrong. It is the function of human brain. Intellect can function intelligently and most effectively, 

only if one is free from the identity with the mind and is with the Self. Only then the performance becomes 

brilliant. The other functions of intellect are relevant in the context. 

 

2.4 Mind – The Thought Process 

For most of us, the mind is not subject to our control; rather we are its slave. Memories lead one to the past. 

Painful experiences of the past are stronger and oft-repeated, causing pain and self-contempt. Anticipations lead 

one to the future. The worst things that can occur in the future are more intense and most-repeated, causing fear 

and anxiety. Human mind oscillates continuously between past and future without any system or order and if 

graphed it will be like the ECG, causing fear, anxiety and pain our dominant experiences. True, there occurs rare 

occasions of pleasant memories or pleasant dreams.  
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One has to train to free oneself from the thought flow process, to build gaps between one thought and the next 

and to widen such gaps gradually. Only then one can be with the present and gradually develop the quality of 

―Being with the Self.‘‘ 

 

2.5 Mind – The Ego 

Ego is the most mystic functionary, proved to be operating only in human beings. Ego is most basic and most 

influential. It shapes ones thoughts and emotions and promotes their intensity and frequency. It is more enduring 

compared with thoughts and emotions but still subject to change with new experiences in life. It even influences 

the perception and learning processes. It is the underlying force that forms the basis of one‘s character / 

behavior. Ego is the well-founded attitude of one, on oneself and the world beyond, that we call as one‘s 

personality. It is founded on the basic belief that one is an entity, different from the entire other world. Ego 

creates complexes. The ego makes one believe oneself to be superior or inferior to others whomever one meets 

with, for some reason.  

In fact, every human being is just part of the universe like any other animal or plant. No one is a different 

entity – in the eyes of the ‗Almighty‘, if ever, overseeing and managing the entire universe. One is just like any 

grass or worm, just born for carrying out of one‘s destined role and disappears when the role is performed, 

whether one be the king or beggar. Does a small baby identify itself as different from nature? Like any other 

animal it considers, rather, is not concerned at being part of the nature. 

Unfortunately man recognizes himself as a different entity. The name, the family, the community, the 

religion, the domicile, the nation, and of late the identification number and card, strengthens and reinforces such 

belief. Such bodha of being different from nature, is known as Dwaitha bodha in Hinduism. Where one‘s ego is 

gone and is at a learning level of constantly experiencing the oneness with nature, it is adwaitha bodha. 

The attributes of Level 5 leaders given by Collins are: modesty, shunning public adulation; non-boastfulness; 

comment, but strong resolve; selfless determination to lift the organization; grooming of successors; accepting 

responsibility and avoiding blaming others / bad luck; setting high standards and working towards it; and, 

passing on credit for success to others. All the above traits stem forth from two qualities that are very 

fundamental. They are humility and absence of ego. In a way these two are interrelated. If one is humble, he 

cannot be egoistic. The great are always humble, while the mean will boast in self admiration. 

 

2.6 Mind – The Emotions 

Emotions arise at the place where body and mind meets. It is the body‘s reaction to mind. Research has shown 

that strong emotions even cause changes in the biochemistry of the body. The thought that you are being 

threatened will create a built-up energy in the body that we call anger. Its reaction is so strong that the person 

becomes the emotion itself. The strength of the emotion and the damage it can do depends on the nourishing 

power of one‘s ego. The Emotions makes one indolent because the intellect loses all chances to operate, when 

one identifies with the emotion. 

Emotions are negative in nature. The word originates from the Latin word emovere, meaning ‗‘to disturb.‘‘ So 

emotion literally means ‘’disturbance.’’ Of all the emotions, the most dangerous is anger, followed by fear, lust 

and greed.  

You will not be punished for your anger; you will be punished by your anger. – Gautama Buddha 

Anger spoils rational thinking and leads to many conflicts and even wars. Anger makes the work place, a 

place of hatred and discontentment. An effective leader will not allow anger to overtake him. A person who is 

angry loses his energy.  

When the mind is agitated, questioning, worrying, dissecting, analyzing, there is no understanding. When 

there is the intensity to understand, the mind is tranquil – J M. Krishnamurthy. 

 

2.7 Joy, Love and Peace 

Joy, peace and love are not emotions. They lie beyond emotions on a much deeper level. They are three aspects 

of the state of inner connectedness with the Self. They cannot flourish until one has freed oneself from the 

dominance of mind. They emanat from the connection with the Self and they have no opposites. You get 

glimpses of peace, and joy when you pray at your place of worship, whether it be Mandir, Mosque, Church or 

Gurudwara because while one prays with eyes closed, he is closer to the Self. You can get it only if there 

happens strong connectivity between your consciousness and the universal consciousness. Such connectivity can 

happen only if one is free from the dominance of mind, only if one can be at present – at Now. You cannot 

experience it even at the place of prayer if your mind is busy opening the bundle of desires, in front of Lord. 

You can experience it surely after you have undergone the practice of meditation for sometime because the 

mind-stilling takes place when you meditate. 

Pleasure and joy is not the same thing. Pleasure is derived from something outside whereas joy arises from 

within. The very thing that gives pleasure today will bring pain tomorrow. Or its absence will cause pain. Joy is 

eternal. Like pleasure, what is referred to as love is pleasurable and exciting for a while, but is an addiction 
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which turns into opposite after an oscillating stage between ‗love‘ and hate, attraction and attack. But the love 

emanating from the connectivity with the consciousness is eternal, having no opposites. 

Peace is the inner peace - a state of tranquility inside resulting in a deep state of detachment and 

unaffectedness. It brings courage, confidence and sense of optimism.  

Wonder is the mildest, purest and least harmful of the positive feelings. One can really enjoy whatever is 

sensed only if one can wonder. What entertains and fascinates you when you watch any new cultural program, 

beautiful natural scenery or anything new for you is wonder. You wonder on witnessing it because your mind is 

still and at present while witnessing. You can wonder to the core like a small baby only if you are totally free 

from the control of mind, that is when you are totally connected with your Self. A small baby having no ego and 

not much to memorize, wonders on every sight around and goes on asking, ―What is that?‖ 

 

3. Getting Liberated from Mind 
3.1 Observing the Thought-Flow  

It is said that while one is observing, listening or concentrating, one is with the present - at Now. One can be 

with the Self only while one is at present. So the best way to be with the Self is to observe, listen or concentrate. 

Where one is able to bring the thought-flow process, emotions and ego under control, one is getting liberated 

from the mind. Liberation means becoming free from the control of mind. The liberation makes one closer to the 

Self. You want to shift over from identity with the mind to identity with the Self. 

The word control should not misguide. Control does not mean any coercive attempt to interfere with the 

thought-flow process or operation of mind. Any such coercive techniques will only fail in the long-run and may 

have even negative impact. The very nature of the Self is subtle and concealed presence and very passive and 

detached attitude to whatever happens. So very mild and soft approach should be followed for the shift-over. 

Observation is therefore, suggested for initial stages of the practice. Just observe the thought flow. Listening and 

concentrating are processes demanding more strain over the mind excessive use of energy.  

 

3.2 How to Observe? 

One can practice it in a group in a class-room or conference hall environment. One can do it individually or in 

small group whenever on are leisure breaks at the office, at home, at the park bench or even in travel.  

One can practice it irrespective of the religion or caste or community or ideology or ism one belongs to, even if 

it is atheism, because the practice does not contradict with any of it.. 

Ladies can practice even during the menstrual period. 

Taking bath, or being clean is not prescribed but advisable. 

No uniform or any prescriptions regarding dress. 

It can be practiced by any person of any age, whatever the health condition, even if, bed-ridden. 

The practitioner has to look in. Just sit erect with closed eyes and watch the thoughts. In the words of Tolle: 

Close your eyes and say to yourself; ―I wonder what my next thought is going to be,‘‘ then you become very 

alert and wait for the next thought. Be like a cat watching a mouse hole. What thought is going to come out of 

the mouse hole?  

Be like a servant waiting for the return of the master – Jesus. The servant does not know at what hour he is 

going to come. So he stays awake, alert, poised and sill lest he miss the master‘s arrival. Jesus speaks of five 

careless (unconscious) women who do not have enough oil (consciousness) to keep their lamps burning (stay 

present) and so miss the bridegroom (the now) and don‘t get to the wedding feast (enlightenment). Try to be five 

wise women who have enough of oil.  

Observing means just watching. Especially while observing thoughts, do not analyse or do any critical 

evaluation, just watch.  

While one is not in an emotional state, what is prescribed is, just watch the thoughts. Observe the mind and 

wait for the next thought coming to your mind. The experience of those who practice is that, the next thought 

takes much longer duration of time to come while watching, than otherwise. Longer the duration the better it is. 

Because you could be with Self for a longer duration. You could meditate for more time. Where a thought 

comes just watch, do not analyse or evaluate, drop it and wait for the next thought. As long as one goes on 

observing he is meditating. He is not with his mind, not under the dominance of mind.  

Basic requirement for the success of the practice is the total involvement of the practitioner in what he is 

doing All along the session, he should be alert and observing the mind. Even while one is thinking, he is 

observing his mind, he is with the present. You can continue the practice so long as your mind permits and not 

troubling you with compelling thoughts or getting bored or until you are physically tired.  

While you are emotional, just sit and watch the impact the emotion is making on your body. Just watch and 

don‘t act on it. Observing the thought-flow is of no use in such stage because the mind is that strong.  

If you are not feeling well and has pain in some part of the body, say head ache, just observe the pain and 

affected part of the body. If you continue to do so for some time, you will experience reduction in the pain 

because there occurs more blood flow at the affected part, while is being observed.  
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3.3 Who Observes? 

While observing, you are with your Self. It is the Self which observes. You are no more under the influence of 

mind while observing. You are ‗the real you‘, the Self. The regular practice of the meditation will help you to 

develop the habit of being with the Self, free of the control of mind. You become a liberated person gradually.  

It does not mean that you give up your mind totally. It simply means that the mind is under your control. You 

can use your memories about something for making effective judgments on it, whenever the need arise. You can 

make effective plans for the future, when you are free from the impediments created by mind. 

While observing you are in present and is with your Consciousness, which is the spark of the universal 

Consciousness. So you are closer to the supreme consciousness, the Almighty. The Consciousness or Self is the 

divine element in you, which is equally present in every living being. It is the ‗vital force‘ that makes the 

universe function in the way it does, without any failure. You are in union with the Universal consciousness at 

Now.  

Liberation from the negative influence of mind is possible only when one is able to control the three 

functionaries of mind stated earlier: That is: 

1. Being able to control one‘s emotions. 

2. Minimizing ego and gradually becoming egoless and  

3. Being able to control the thought process and to make use of it only when it is actually needed. 

The regular practice of ‗Being with the Self,‘ will help you to bring all the three functionaries of mind under 

control. There are several thousand ways of meditation developed by the seers and saints of different spiritual 

missions. Even concentration techniques are being advised. All of them focus on some form of being in present.  

 

4. The Test Results 
The following is the report on the experience of the MBA students of Conspi Academy of Management Studies, 

Trivandrum (Cochin University of Science and Technology), who have undergone practical sessions on ‗Being 

with the Self.‘ The sessions started in the first week of July, 2017. More than fifty students participated in the 

sessions. They used to meditate for 10 minutes on two days in a week. The following is an analysis of the 

changes taken place in them, in their own opinion (based on fifty three response sheets). See Tables 1 and 2. 

 
Table 1 Table Showing the Summary of ‘Responses of the Participants, in their Opinion 

Sl. No. Questions 

The Scale 

Very 

Sure 

/Very 

high 

Sure/ 

High 

Neutral/ 

Average 

Not 

sure/Low 

Not at all/ 

Very low 

1. Do you enjoy the sessions and eagerly waiting? 18 24 9 2 - 

2. How seriously do you participate? 8 29 11 1 - 

3. Are you fully alert in observing, all through?  14 18 17 4 - 

4. How careful are you in locating thoughts? 12 24 15 2 - 

5. Are you getting closer and closer with the Self? 7 22 16 7 1 

6. Is there any improvement in mind control?  14 18 12 8 1 

7. Is there any improvement in confidence level ?  13 19 18 1 2 

8. Is there any improvement in optimism? 15 16 16 2 4 

9. Do you notice any fall in your stress level? 12 22 13 6 - 

10. 
Do you experience peace and added presence of 

mind after the session? 
17 19 14 2 - 

11. 
Do you experience feeling of joy and solace after the 

session? 
16 21 14 1 1 

12. 
Have you developed any motivation/inclination to 

practice meditation, other than at the sessions? 
13 17 17 5 1 

13. Will the practice will help you in your future life? 20 23 9 1 - 

14.  Will you continue the practice in future?  31 15 7 - - 

 

Table 1 is self-speaking but some major aspects require special attention. Thirty two (60.37%) participants are 

of the opinion that they do enjoy the sessions and are eagerly waiting for it and thirty seven (69.81%) 

participants do participate seriously. Thirty five (60.37%) participants have experienced getting closer and 

closer with the Self, while meditating. Thirty (56.60%) participants definitely feel improvement in mind control, 
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thirty persons are sure of improvement in confidence level. Thirty six (67.92%) participants have improved their 

presence of mind and thirty persons (50.60%) experienced a state of joy and solace after the session.  

Forty three (81.13%) participants are sure that the practice will help them in future help and forty six 

participants (86.79%) will continue the practice in their future life. 

If this much welcome and appreciation, the practice of ―Being with the Self‖‘ can get from the young 

management students, it is sure to win wonderful appreciation of the corporate executives who are miserably 

exposed to the vagaries of cut throat completion.  
 

Table 2 Table Showing the Trend of Changes in the Number of Thoughts Passing Through, while Undergoing the Session 

(The Study was done in every Alternate Session) 

Session 

No. 

Total strength of 

Participants 

Total number of Thoughts Passed Through while 

in Session 

Average Number of 

Thoughts 

1 54 197 3.64 

3 56 186 3.32 

5 55 136 2.47 

7 52 115 2.21 

9 53 97 1.83 

 

There is definitely visible trend of fall in the number thoughts passing through while in meditation. There may 

be differences due to the differences in the definition which the trainee attributes to the term thought. Instruction 

is given very clearly that the coming to notice in mind of even a minor thing as the noise of the ceiling fan, is a 

thought but still there are chances of variations.  

As revealed by the study and based on the vast ocean of the theory on meditation and experiences of hundreds 

of scholars, the following benefits of meditation, which are material as for as the managers are concerned, can 

be inventoried. 

 

5. Benefits of Being with the Self 
 First and foremost, the practice helps to be free of the pain, discomfort, fear and anxiety caused by the oft-

repeated memories of the past and the anticipations for the future. 

 The practice will improve the confidence level immensely will develop the capacity to face challenges and 

confusing situations with total presence of mind. 

 The practice helps one to be free from the complexes, both inferior and superior and can develop positive 

attitude towards persons and situations. 

 The readiness to accept the people and situations as it is, improves a lot. 

 Better and more timely decisions can be taken as the intellect is free of the bias caused my mind and the 

memories can be used as a tool for evaluating the situation and arriving at logical conclusions. 

 Quality of attention improves a lot. Attention is a basic requirement for the success of any manager.  

 The practitioner can do his work (Karma) with total involvement, care and commitment as the mind 

including the worry about the reward, does not trouble him anyway. He can do Nishkama karma. 

 The practitioner can face the situations whatever comes, with detachment and wonderful presence of mind. 

 He can be honest, truthful and ethical. 

 He develops the qualities of sincerity, compassion, love and empathy for the problems of others. 

 Last but not least, he can experience lasting peace, and joy. 

 

6. Conclusion 
The basic qualities needed for a successful manager today, according to Mr. K Nagarajan (2011) are 

 Strong sense of humility, compassion and love 

 Strong in the art of listening, all subordinates want their boss to be good listener. Otherwise, he informally 

sends the message, I am not for you‘..  

 Ability to control anger and other emotions 

 Total acceptance 

 Overcoming stress, the silent killer 

 Detachment 

 The joy of self- actualization  

 Truth and honesty, and  

 Being committed to Dharma. 
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Without any further explanation, it is evident that one who is able to control his mind and can be with the 

Self‘, will develop all the qualities stated above and the traits listed by Collins. Such a person can become an 

effective and performing manager. Learning to be with Self and to make use of the mind for handling situations 

effectively, is the basic requirement for the managers today. Moreover, any manager over-burdened with work, 

needs a moment‘s rest to sit by the side of the Almighty.  

I ask for a moment‘s indulgence 

To sit by Thy side. 

The works that I have in hand 

I will finish afterwards 

- Gitanjali – Verse 5 

A moment‘s rest, putting everything on hand down and remaining simply as a part of this mighty existence 

(the super power controlling every activity of the universe). This will cleanse the mind of worries and will 

recharge one to keep pace ahead. For the one who has known how to rest at the feet of Almighty, all his work 

will become a play and he will be like a child who plays and takes a moment‘s rest at the mother‘s lap. 

 

7. Stop Identifying With The Mind 

Identify With Your Self And Enjoy The Rich Treasure Of Energy And Peace Stored Over There, To Develop 

Yourself As An Effective Leader And Efficient Manager. 

 

8. Limitations of the Study 
1. Mind, its different plains, and functions of each are subjected to a lot study and research by the medical 

science and such in depth and deeper analysis of the different plains of mind is beyond the scope of the 

study.  

2. All the functions of intellect are not subjected to analysis, all such functions can be performed effectively 

only where mind is under control. 

3. Emotional Intelligence, which has been subjected to detailed study and analysis and put to application in 

management situations, is not within the scope of the study. The study focuses on the development of the 

manager and not on the art of managing. 
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